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s it possible to increase the sustainability of

agricultural production by increasing biodiversity?

"Yes" is the answer implicit in much "green"

literature, according to which increasing biodiversity

improves resilience to environmental impacts, stability

of production, and ecological sustainability. If this were

the case, we could look forward optimistically to

achieving a "win-win" situation in which both

conservation and agriculture benefit from the

establishment of highly diverse grassland systems. 

Yet the evidence is not clear. Experiments and

observations have generated conflicting results. Chaos

theory shows that increasing diversity can actually

increase chaos - the opposite of increasing stability and

sustainability. It is often assumed that conservation of

biodiversity is incompatible with efficient agricultural

production. If this is true, conservation of biodiversity

will always occupy second place in our agricultural

landscape. 

As is usual in such conflicts, the answer is probably that

both sides are right. We should probably not expect a

general consistent relationship between diversity and

stability. Depending on the ecological mechanisms

operating, we may find a negative, positive, or zero

relationship. In some respects, conservation and

agriculture are in conflict, and in others they can benefit

each other. 

Basic research at IGER is focussing on identifying

mechanisms that can generate a positive relationship

between diversity and stability. Once we understand the

mechanisms, we can work towards developing the ideal

situation in which diverse grassland ecosystems not

only have high conservation value but are also stable,

sustainable and efficient for agricultural production.

Biodiversity and response to
environment
Biodiversity is most commonly thought of in terms of

species diversity. However, the arguments and

ecological mechanisms are very similar for genetic

diversity within populations. Of particular interest is

how the population responds to changing or patchy

environments. Most environmental stresses - such as

cold, disease, drought, trampling, and competition - are

intermittent or patchy. Can diversity for stress

tolerances promote stability in the face of

heterogeneous environments?
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Figure 6.1 Identifying white clover clones in the field
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Naturally persistent populations of white clover in

established pastures have a particular combination of

characters that lead us to suspect the answer may often

be yes in these populations (see the box). The first three

characteristics in the box are strongly suggestive of a

well-known type of evolutionary response to changing

environments. This response results in a population

with a large number of differently-adapted genotypes,

dominated by a small number which are well adapted to

the current environment, but with most genotypes

present only at low frequency. The numerous diverse

rare genotypes are relics of past diverse evolutionary

selection pressures that temporarily favoured them.

Improved stability of production can result, because the

bulk of current production comes from the currently

best genotypes, while the remaining genotypes provide

a pool of diverse adaptations able to respond to

whatever future stress may arise.

The fourth characteristic enables plants of white clover

to explore neighbouring patches. In combination with

the first three and spatial environmental patchiness, it

can result in the observed specialised sub-populations.

Implications for stability depend on how fast the plants

can respond relative to how fast their environment

changes.

Before we can apply these concepts to improve

stability, we need to test whether they are correct. We

must show genetic variation for tolerance of stresses

that occur intermittently, then show that stress tolerance

of a genotype is positively correlated with its

abundance for stresses that have been recently active,

and unrelated to its abundance for stresses that have not

been recently active.

Tools to explore genetic diversity within
natural populations
Working on genetic diversity within a population of

plants brings new challenges to studies of biodiversity.

We need to identify genetic individuals, but this can

present major difficulties with plants. Most perennial

pasture species are clonal: as each plant grows, it splits

up into a set of physically separated but genetically

identical clonal fragments. The sum of all clonal

fragments derived by growth from one seed is called a

‘genet’. The difficulty of identifying genetic individuals

is particularly acute in species such as white clover,

creeping bent and creeping buttercup, which have

rhizomes, stolons or runners that place clonal fragments

far apart from each other. For example, one genet of

white clover has been observed with a diameter of 20m,

although its component clonal fragments are each
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SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF NATURALLY PERSISTENT POPULATIONS OF
WHITE CLOVER

1. They show high levels of genetic variation for characters relevant to growth, survival and persistence, e.g.

disease resistance, competitive ability, nitrogen fixation, leaf size and other growth characteristics.

Adult plants differ widely in size - each plant may have from one to several hundred leaves and growing

points.

2. Plants can both produce and lose leaves and growing points rapidly, each growing point being capable of

producing up to two new leaves and buds per week in the summer. This means they can change size 

rapidly, so that their current size reflects how well they have grown in the past few months. 

3. As they grow, plants move laterally, 0.2 to 1.5 metres per year. This in effect gives them a means of 

‘exploring’ the pasture, seeking out favourable patches.

4. A population of plants comprises a set of genetically distinct sub-populations in a mosaic patchwork, each

apparently specifically adapted to the microenvironment of the patch it occupies.
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typically only 10-20cm long. In these species,

fragments of different genets can occur closely

intermingled, so that a 20m-diameter patch covered by

one genet may also contain fragments of literally

thousands of other genets. 

How do we know which of the plants we see in the field

are genetically distinct and which are actually part of

the same genet? In clover this is relatively easy because

there is a lot of visible variation. For example, the

markings on the leaves vary from plant to plant. Some

genets are sufficiently distinctive to be identified by

their leaf markings in the field (Figure 6.1). By taking

plants from the field and growing them up in ideal

conditions in the glasshouse, visual differences become

more marked and it is easier to identify clones - see

Figure 6.2. However, even this is not satisfactory

because there are not enough combinations of visible

markings to distinguish all the genetic individuals in a

population. We need a more finely tuned identification

system. Using a DNA fingerprinting technique (AFLP -

Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphism) we are

able to identify those plant fragments in a population

that are genetically identical. Figure 6.3 shows thirteen

plants from one 25cm x 25cm sample of turf which all

had the same leaf mark. Plants 1-4 and 7-11 were all

part of the same genet while plants 6 and 12 are parts of

a different one. Plants 13 and 5 are distinct from the rest

of the plants and from each other. 

For comparison, Figure 6.4 shows AFLP fingerprints of

10 seedlings of white clover from one population. Each

seedling is, by definition, a different genetic individual.

This figure confirms that AFLP fingerprints do indeed

give a unique fingerprint for each individual.

Using DNA fingerprinting to address
ecological questions
With these tools we can start to test ideas about the

significance of genetic diversity for stability, resilience

and sustainability. Here we present early results from an

ongoing experiment using low temperature as an
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Figure 6.2 Some examples of leaf marks that commonly occur together and that can help identify genetic individuals.

Figure 6.3 Close-up of part of an AFLP fingerprint showing
banding patterns of 13 plants of white clover taken from the same
quadrat. The plants are classified into four genetic individuals, or
clones, on the basis of their banding patterns.
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example of an intermittent environmental stress, which

tests the following components of the hypothesis:

1. There is genetic variation in the population for 

cold tolerance:

2. At the end of winter, large genets are more cold 

tolerant and small genets tend to be less cold 

tolerant:

3. At the end of summer, the size of genets is 

unrelated to their cold tolerance (because their 

size is determined by how well they grew during

the summer rather than how well they survived 

the winter).

Figure 6.5 shows that there is variation in cold

tolerance, assessed as the temperature that kills half of

a set of experimental cuttings taken from each genet.

Some genets could withstand temperatures as low as 

-8˚C, while others survived -12˚C. Crossing

experiments have established that this variation is

heritable (data not shown). Thus the first component of

the hypothesis appears to be correct. The genets were

collected at the end of summer and Fig 6.5 shows that

there was no relationship between genet size and

survival at low temperature (component 3 is correct).

The next phase of the experiment (currently being

analysed) repeats these tests on genets collected after

the winter. If our hypothesis is correct, we expect to see

a correlation between genet size and tolerance to low

temperatures (component 2).

Using these two sets of genets, and further samples

taken at appropriate times, we can investigate other

environmental stresses e.g. increased competition for

nutrients or water at the end of summer. We can then

seek to quantify effects on stability, resilience and

sustainability, and to determine to what extent the

results can be generalised to other species and to

species diversity. With this basic knowledge we will be

able to devise new pasture management systems to

achieve the desired win-win situation of biodiverse and

agriculturally useful pastures.
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Figure 6.4 Close-up of part of an AFLP fingerprint showing
banding patterns of 10 seedlings of white clover taken from one
population. Note that each plant is a different genetic individual
and has a different fingerprint. 

Figure 6.5 Cold tolerance of the largest and smallest genets taken
in late summer from each of four 25cm x 25cm of turf from upland
pasture, showing no correlation between size and cold tolerance. 
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